Background and Aims
This unit provides an introduction to contemporary analytical methods and issues in transport economics, with particular relevance to transport operations, infrastructure investment and policy decision-making. Fundamental concepts and methods relevant to demand, cost, pricing and investment analysis and decision-making are covered. The important role of regulations in the operations of markets and transport operations is considered as are the forms and impacts of different types of government intervention, deregulation and privatisation in transport markets and operations. The unit emphasises the application of transport economics principles to contemporary policy issues in transport.

After completing this unit participants will have knowledge and understanding of:

- factors influencing transport and travel demand, empirical demand estimation and analysis, and application to travel demand modelling,
- cost concepts and their measurement, and application to decision-making for transport operations and investment,
- market structure, conduct and performance analysis of transport markets, including supply and demand analysis of competitive markets, and social welfare comparisons of competition and monopoly,
- pricing transport services, including profit maximisation and social welfare maximisation strategies,
- role of governments in influencing the institutional environment within which transport operations take place, and the impact of different types of government intervention and deregulation on transport markets and operations, and
- cost benefit analysis basic principles (including consumers' surplus) and their application to transport decision-making.

Details of the structure of the unit are provided over the page.

Enrolment Options
Enrol in either the Master of Transport or Master of Traffic or as a single unit. Exit options are also available for the Graduate Certificate in Transport and Traffic or the Graduate Diploma in Transport and Traffic.

Off-Campus Study Mode
The program is taught by off-campus learning which means you can balance your work and study while attaining your qualification with Monash University. There are no classes to attend so you can study where and when you like. Students from all over the world study in the postgraduate program, thanks to its flexible off-campus learning mode. Students and graduates can be found throughout Australia, New Zealand, the Middle East, Europe, North America and Africa.

A combination of printed study material and electronic communications are used in the delivery of the program. Academic assistance can be obtained by email or telephone. Discussion groups and other forms of on-line communication are also available for communicating with staff and other students.

Unit Co-ordinator
Margaret has had over 19 years of regulatory experience at the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and its predecessor the Prices Surveillance Authority (PSA), including 16 years in senior management roles. Analysing regulatory and competition issues in transport industries has been a major focus of Margaret’s career. She has developed regulatory frameworks for Australian airports, rail networks, harbour towage, container stevedoring and monitoring of petrol prices; managed complex pricing and access assessments including for airports, air navigation services and liner shipping services and she has been involved in competition assessments in transport industries.

Enrolment or General Course Enquiries:
Ms Brenda O’Keefe:
Tel: +61 (0)3 9905 9627
Fax: +61 (0)3 9905 4944
Email: brenda.okeefe@monash.edu
Website: eng.monash.edu.au/civil/current/cts/transport/
**Structure**

*The unit is structured around 7 topics which are generally associated with one week of study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>After completing this topic, participants will:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Introduction to Transport Economics</strong></td>
<td>• comprehend the broad field and methodological approach of transport economics, and • appreciate key strategic decision-making issues in transport economics and some emerging challenges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Transport Demand Analysis</strong></td>
<td>• understand the factors influencing transport and travel demand and be able to interpret information obtained from commonly derived demand functions, including elasticities, and • understand the basic approach to commonly adopted travel demand modelling techniques, including an appreciation of appropriate situations and data requirements for their application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Cost Analysis</strong></td>
<td>• understand, calculate and interpret basic cost concepts and data, such as average and marginal costs, opportunity costs, avoidable and shared costs, • understand the process for identifying and allocating costs relevant to provision of specific transport services, including cost identification requirements for pricing, performance assessment and evaluation of specific changes in service levels, and • understand and interpret empirical data relevant to industry level costs and productivity (including research results for studies of economies of scale and scope) and appreciate the implications for competition and government regulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Profitability and Market Structure Analysis</strong></td>
<td>• calculate revenue constructs and understand the causes of revenue variability, • compare cost and revenue data to determine maximum profit outcomes for a business, using both ‘total’ and ‘marginal’ analysis techniques, including the use of the break-even analysis technique, and • use market structure techniques, and an understanding of efficiency requirements, to analyse and compare the likely performance of firms in competitive and monopolistic market structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Pricing Transport Services</strong></td>
<td>• distinguish between profit maximisation, social welfare maximisation, and constrained social welfare maximisation objectives, • identify pricing strategies commonly adopted by private sector businesses, including price discrimination, and use marginal analysis techniques to analyses the impact of such strategies on output, competitive pricing and profits, • understand and analyse appropriate pricing approaches required to achieve social welfare maximisation, and constrained social welfare maximisation, under specified market demand and supply conditions, • distinguish between efficiency objectives and other broader social objectives of pricing policy, and • use pricing ‘rules’ to analyse and recommend on the application of user charges in transport, especially to road use pricing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Government Intervention in Transport</strong></td>
<td>• recognise types of market failure and government intervention responses and policies • evaluate policy instruments used to achieve various objectives of government intervention, • understand the economic theories, reasoning and research evidence underlying the trend to deregulation and privatisation of transport, and • recognise and evaluate various approaches to outsourcing, competitive tendering and franchising.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Benefit-Cost Analysis</strong></td>
<td>• understand the broad objectives of BCA and summary evaluation measures, • understand and apply key measurement concepts, such as consumers’ surplus; shadow pricing, social discount rate, • identify the direct and indirect benefits and costs of transport projects and measurement issues, • use time value discounting techniques to measure the value of benefits and costs of specified projects, and • discuss the strengths and weaknesses of CBA and possible alternative evaluation approaches.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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